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MULSANNE
ACCESSORIES RANGE

INTRODUCTION

Express yourself uniquely.

The pinnacle of personal choice.

Owning a Bentley Mulsanne is as pure an expression of personal
taste as one could hope for. The choices you make go towards
creating a car as unique as you are, a car that can thrill and
surprise in equal measure. On the following pages we have
detailed a selection of Bentley Accessories available to enhance
and personalise your Mulsanne even further.
Each of these additions has been crafted with the same fastidious
dedication and attention to detail as originally bestowed upon your
car. As the pinnacle of British luxury motoring, your Mulsanne
deserves nothing less.
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INTRODUCTION

The genuine article.
All the accessories featured on these pages are designed to bring
even greater enjoyment to owning your Mulsanne. Furthermore,
many have been designed, fashioned and handcrafted by the
same people who originally designed your vehicle. For instance,
there’s a good chance that the same person who stitched the
hide for your driver’s seat will also have used their skills on the
hide steering wheel featured. It’s the little touches that leave the
biggest impression.
Whilst non-genuine items may be available, they are not subject
to a full Bentley warranty or as rigorously tested as those
featured in this brochure. There really is no better way to keep
your Mulsanne looking and performing at its peak than entrusting
it to those who know it as well as you do.
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Exterior Accessories
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EX TERIOR

EX TERIOR

Not reinvented. Just perfected.
The wheels on the Mulsanne are as fundamental to the Bentley
motoring experience as the powertrain or luxurious seats. They
are the epitome of form fused with function, able to withstand
the immense power and torque that is instantly available.
Furthermore, they are a fitting accompaniment to the fluid lines
and stately presence of the Mulsanne’s exterior.
It’s long been held true by passionate designers at Crewe that
“a wheel has to be in perfect harmony with the shape of the
vehicle, as it will have a major impact on perception.” Wise words
all round it has to be said. Of course, that’s not to say there isn’t
room for change.
This range of alloy wheels brings you the opportunity to
personalise the outward expression of your Mulsanne, to
stunning effect.
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2 0'' MUL SA NNE W HEEL

21'' C L A SS I C W HEEL

(Shown in painted finish, also available in polished finish)

(Shown in painted finish, also available in polished finish)
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EX TERIOR

The perfect gift for owners who wish to add an exclusive touch
right down to the smallest detail, these eye-catching hexagonal
Valve Caps feature the Bentley ‘B’. The set includes five
Branded Valve Caps, one for each wheel and a spare.
BR A ND ED VA LVE C A PS

21'' 2- PIEC E MULLI NER D RI V I N G SPEC I F I C AT I O N W HEEL

21'' 2- PIEC E 5 -SP O K E W HEEL

(Available in painted finish)

(Shown in painted finish, also available in polished finish)
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EX TERIOR

Competitive edge.
Those wishing to enhance the sporting essence of their Mulsanne
can opt for a range of exterior features alluding to Bentley’s
competitive heritage. Developed by Bentley Boy John Duff in the
1920s to protect the radiator from stones during racing at Le
Mans, the matrix grille has since become an iconic feature.
Fast forward to today, and a gleaming adaptation of that
signature hallmark can be seen on both the Bright Stainless
Steel Bumper Grilles and Bright Stainless Steel Wing
Vents. Providing a stunning focal point to both the front
and side aspects of your Mulsanne, these accessories add a
contemporary touch and distinctive look to the car that would
surely have earned the John Duff seal of approval.
Further individuality is available courtesy of a Bright Stainless
Steel Finisher to the B-pillar, which provides an elegant finish to
lighter-coloured paint choices and an eye-catching contrast to
darker exteriors. Any of these additions will add a distinguished
and personal touch within classic Bentley proportions.
BRI G HT S TA I NLESS S TEEL BUMPER G RI LLES
BRI G HT S TA I NLESS S TEEL D O O R PI LL A R F I NI SHER
BRI G HT S TA I NLESS S TEEL W I N G VENT S
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EX TERIOR

Hidden gems and finishing touches.
The original Bentley radiator badge was designed by legendary
motoring artist F. Gordon Crosby, who purposely included a
different number of feathers on each of the wings that flank the
‘B’ to make it hard to counterfeit. In 1930 he adapted his original
design and developed the Flying ‘B’ mascot, first gracing the
bonnet of the Bentley 8-Litre that same year. You can capture
something of the spirit of those early pioneers of British racing
by opting for the Flying ‘B’ mascot. This proud and lustrous
addition to the bonnet of your Mulsanne retracts effortlessly
into the grille to conform to current safety standards.
The Jewel Fuel Filler Cap is a very different, but equally distinctive
means of personalising your Mulsanne. As a gleaming example of
Bentley brightware, its charms are entirely hidden, revealed only
when refuelling to the quiet satisfaction of those performing the
task. The idea came from a Bentley customer who felt every
point of contact with his Bentley should be a joy, leading the
design team to take up his challenge to fashion a more elegant
and bespoke item. Delighted with the results, word soon spread
of this charming addition and the Jewel Fuel Filler Cap has been
a highly desired option ever since.
FLY I N G ‘ B ’ M A SC OT
JE W EL F UEL F I LLER C A P
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Interior Accessories
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Precision parking.
Precision is a concept we take very seriously at Bentley.
Particularly when it comes to parking. The Bentley Rear View
Camera is an innovative and indispensable piece of technology
on hand to assist manoeuvrability. Discreetly located above the
registration plate and engaged automatically when reverse gear
is selected, your reversing view is displayed with incredible clarity
on the infotainment screen. By overlaying graphics on the live
image, the camera, in conjunction with the parking system, will
guide and direct you in or out of the tightest situations. The
combined effect provides the driver with trouble-free parking,
safer low speed manoeuvring and the careful negotiation of
bollards or other obstacles. After all, why shouldn’t parking your
Mulsanne be as stress-free and effortless as driving it?
Parking assistance doesn’t however end there. Further peace of
mind comes courtesy of the Valet Key, which allows other
drivers, for example hotel parking valets, access to the car while
preventing entry into the rear compartment or glove box.
RE A R V IE W C A MER A
VA LE T K E Y
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INTERIOR

Keep your loved ones close.
Every journey should be an experience that feeds the senses.
That indispensable connection between you and the road ahead,
the feel of the steering wheel beneath your grip, the scent of
the hide interior, the sound of that unmistakable Mulsanne
powertrain. Add to that the harmonics of your favourite music
and can you think of anywhere else you’d rather be?
The Bentley Personal Music Integration Kit is a seamless way
of enjoying all the music you love in the cabin of your Mulsanne.
By effortlessly linking your iPod®, iPhone® or MP3 player directly
to your Bentley sound system, you can select tracks and control
volume through the infotainment system or steering mounted
controls. It also goes without saying that leads for an audio jack
and USB are included. And while you enjoy the soundscape,
your iPod ®, iPhone ® or MP3 player is neatly stowed out of
sight, in the unique and specially designed hide-lined drawer.
Looks beautiful, sounds incredible.
PERSO N A L MUS I C I NTEG R AT I O N K I T
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It takes something rather special to enhance the comfort levels
of the Mulsanne. No surprise then that a great deal of time and
effort, not to mention the finest materials, have been lavished
on the Bentley Relaxation Pack. This addition includes two
Bentley branded hide scatter cushions, individually trimmed to
match the main hide colour of your interior, and two individual
footrests (not shown), designed to support your passengers’
feet at their most comfortable elevation. Each of the footrests
are upholstered in luxurious, deep pile carpet to match the
existing floor covering.
When it comes to knowing how to relax in style, take the
Bentley lead and opt for Mulsanne integrated picnic tables.
Finished in exquisite, handcrafted veneer with a gleaming
polished appearance, they provide a surface for rear passengers
to set down drinks and other items.
For the additional convenience of your companions, an extra
cradle can also be installed in the rear for a Privacy Telephone
Handset. This useful feature provides dedicated stowage and
charging so the wireless handset can be used in both the front
and back of your Mulsanne. After all, where better to unwind,
whether stationary or on the move, than in a luxurious Bentley
interior with everything to hand.
REL A X AT I O N PAC K
PI C N I C TA B LES
A D D I T I O N A L C R A D LE TO RE A R FO R PRI VAC Y TELEPH O NE
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INTERIOR

By invitation only.
At Bentley we take a different view on luxury, and with the
addition of Privacy Curtains you too can see luxury in a new
light. Designed to give total privacy in the rear of the car, they
allow you to keep the outside world out when and where you
desire it most.
The curtains are integrated seamlessly into the back windscreen
and rear window units and can be controlled electronically via
the front console or from the rear passenger compartment. The
luxurious, dark fabric curtains can be drawn or retracted
independently or simultaneously, offering complete durability as
well as the privacy you require, for as long as you require it.
S I D E A ND RE A R W I ND OW PRI VAC Y C URTA I N S
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The longest journey starts with
the smallest step.
Opening the door and taking your position behind the wheel is
always a joy. But as usual our design team strive to perfect,
and that’s why they chose to enhance that simple transition,
the shortest of journeys – the one in and out of your Mulsanne.
The result is two variants of the standard treadplate that can
be expertly fitted by your dealer to the threshold of the door.
Illuminated Treadplates bear the name Mulsanne in letters that
light up automatically when the door is opened, casting a delicate
glow when you enter or exit the cabin.
Personalised Treadplates are another example of the levels
of personalisation available. Your choice of name, model or
registration, for example, can be crafted into a design with
echoes of the iconic Bentley matrix grille. A gratifying touch
towards creating a car as individual as you.
ILLUM IN ATED TRE A D PL ATES
PERSO N A LI SED TRE A D PL ATES
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Natural selection, the Bentley way.
An appreciation of leather and wood has long been ingrained at
Bentley, and as two of nature’s most tactile and pleasing gifts,
their presence features heavily in the interior of the Mulsanne.
It’s only natural then, that we offer accessories that allow you to
further personalise the cabin. As with any accessories, these are
available at any point during the ownership of the car. After all,
the freedom to refine should not end the moment you pick up
your Bentley.
Veneered Door Panels and a Veneered Gear Lever lend their
warmth and beauty to the rich internal ambience. Whilst the
4-spoke Steering Wheel, available in three variations of Single
Tone Hide, Duo Tone Hide and Wood and Hide, offers a more
sensuous connection to the sumptuous materials. The steering
wheel also gives you direct fingertip control over the driver
information panel, telephone system, trip computer, cruise control
and volume control. Each piece handcrafted, in time-honoured
tradition, naturally.
4 -SP O K E S TEERI N G W HEEL
VENEERED G E A R LE VER (Shown in Burr Walnut)
VENEERED D O O R PA NEL S (Shown in Burr Walnut)
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A touch more luxury.
Craftsmanship has long been associated with Bentley and
there remains no purer example than the extraordinary quality
and finish of the Mulsanne cabin. However, while others would
choose to relax Bentley craftspeople are forever redefining what
refinement truly stands for.
The signature knurled surface finish of the Sports Gear Lever
provides a highly tactile experience while giving extra grip.
A beautiful reflection of Bentley’s racing heritage, this iconic
finish dates back to the early days at Le Mans, when drivers
required additional grip on their rain-soaked dashboard levers to
ensure victory. This unique knurled finish also features on the
Organ Stop air ventilation controls. Another example of style
and substance are the beautifully crafted Drilled Alloy Sports
Foot Pedals, which feature individually polished details to each of
the raised bosses. Such refined tactility can also be found on the
cool-metal interior door handles that feature a striking coined
surface finish.
A final touch of luxury comes courtesy of the driver’s side
Footrest. This non-slip pad, edged in stainless steel, is positioned
at a perfect angle in the driver’s footwell to offer a comfortable
resting place for the motorist’s foot.
SP O RT S G E A R LE VER
D RI LLED A LLOY SP O RT S FO OT PEDA L S
O RG A N S TO PS
FO OTRES T
C O I NED F I NI SH D O O R H A ND LES
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Bring out your softer side.
Soft, cushioned, and naturally luxurious to the touch. Nothing
else will do for our design team, who have developed a selection
of floor accessories to add another level of comfort to your cabin.
Made from the softest natural lambswool, Lambswool Rugs are
designed to fit precisely in the footwell, adding their natural
qualities of warmth and cushioning. Deep Pile Overmats are
an alternative footwell dressing, made from high-quality woven
pile for a sumptuous and durable finish. Each one is available as
a set of two or four in a range of colours to complement the
interior palette. Further proof, as if required, that few things in
life compare to putting your foot down in a Mulsanne.
L A MBSWO O L RU G S
(Sets of two or four, available in a range of Bentley colours)
D EEP PI LE OVERM AT S
(Sets of two or four, available in a range of Bentley colours)
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ESSENTIALS

The only limits should be the ones
you set yourself.
Nothing should ever diminish the pleasure of driving a Mulsanne.
Particularly the weather. Bentley Winter Accessories are
available to ensure that whatever the elements, your car can
more than handle them. After all, a drop in temperature
shouldn’t result in a drop in your enjoyment.
The AutoSock® is an ingenious accessory, designed as a
temporary measure to provide extra grip and stability in icy or
muddy conditions. Made of Kevlar and a special fabric that picks
up the snow, the socks are easy to fit allowing you to enjoy
gripping performance again in minutes. The fabric is also
breathable ensuring there is no adverse effect on the cooling of
the brakes. For more sustained traction, Spikes-Spider™ Snow
Chains are also available. These differ from traditional chains as
they have a central hub that loosely holds the encompassing
chains, allowing them to flex in response to road surface
and conditions.

ESSENTIALS

A cautionary tale.
The Digital Tyre Pressure Gauge is an essential piece of glove box
equipment. It provides easy-to-use, easy-to-read information
that is accurate to plus or minus one PSI. Branded with the
Bentley Wings, this feature makes an excellent gift for those
seeking a more stylish way to measure their tyres.
Bentley Tyre Cradles have been designed to offer maximum
protection during the medium to long-term storage of your
Mulsanne. The cradles’ special, unique polymers ensure the tyres
are cooled and then cushioned throughout the storage period,
helping to prevent flat spotting.
A Bentley branded compact Battery Charger is also available
that can fully charge a discharged battery. Once charged, the
conditioner will maintain to the optimum level ensuring you’re
never left without the luxury of power.
T Y RE C R A D LES

AU TO SO C K ®
SPI K ES-SPI D ER T M SN OW C H A I N S
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D I G I TA L T Y RE PRESSURE G AU G E
BAT TERY C H A RG ER
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A shining example.
In the heat of competition at Le Mans, few shone brighter than
the infamous Bentley Boys. They understood more than most
the importance of being seen and being able to see, as they raced
for hours in intense darkness. Amid such tension, the thought
of being without light didn’t bear thinking about. A fact equally
unthinkable today.
For those rare occasions when you may need to warn oncoming
traffic about a presence in the road, the Hazard and Emergency
Warning Light Set provides the perfect solution. This invaluable
warning system consists of three studs, which are activated when
placed on the ground and emit a high-visibility flashing light.
A further example of our bright thinking is the Bentley Jewelled
Torch, ideal for when extra light is required outside of your
Mulsanne. Featuring hallmark knurling on its collar and the Bentley
‘B’ etched on its lens, there is no more stylish a way to light up
your path. Easily charged in the cigar lighter, it can be neatly
stowed but ready to go when needed.
H A Z A RD A ND EMERG EN C Y WA RNI N G LI G HT SE T
BENTLE Y JE WELLED TO RC H
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Come rain or shine.
When the heavens are being less than kind and send a little rain
your way, it’s good to know that shelter can be found within arm’s
reach. Integrated into the underside of the luggage compartment
lid, Mulsanne Umbrella Stowage provides a secure, and more
importantly handy way of storing two telescopic umbrellas.
For those fleeting moments when the weather is being
considerate of others, the Bentley Cooler Bag makes an essential
travelling companion on long journeys or sun-blessed picnics.
With thermo-electric control to keep food and drink warm or cool
at precisely the right temperature, your refreshments will arrive
as refreshed as you and your passengers. Its sturdy waterproof
internal case provides vertical space for two one-litre bottles and
a total capacity of 14 litres, while the outer is fashioned from
Oxford Nylon to provide a stylish and durable finish.
UMBRELL A S TOWAG E (Umbrellas available separately)
C O O LER BAG
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Taking care of everything.
It’s natural to want to protect the things we cherish most. And
that’s never been easier than with Bentley Outdoor and Indoor
Covers. Each one is custom stitched to the unique lines and
contours of the Mulsanne, and is branded with the Bentley logo
on the bonnet. You can also choose to personalise and add the
model name or bespoke text, which is embroidered on both sides
at sill level. Outdoor covers offer an increased barrier against
extreme weather and pollution, while the indoor alternative
prevents the damaging effects of moisture and dust that the
vehicle can be subjected to even when stored inside.
The Autoglym™ Car Care Kit is a comprehensive range of cleaning
and protection products created specifically for the interior and
exterior of your vehicle. This unique kit contains everything you
need to maintain the original finishes to your vehicle, whilst
nourishing and protecting each individual surface.
For added lustre and depth of shine a specially-formulated High
Definition Wax is also available. Providing a high-gloss shine
and stunning professional finish, this specialist wax provides the
ultimate protection against the elements.
Finally, it only stands to reason that after many hours spent
finding the perfect shade for your car, you want it to remain
as flawless as the day it first left Crewe. To ensure this is the
case, Touch-up Paints provide a simple and effective way to
maintain the original paint finish of your Mulsanne. So should
you be unlucky enough to have to deal with small scratches or
marks, these specially-formulated paints will cover them quickly
and conveniently with a perfectly colour-matched finish.
AU TO G LY M ™ C A R C A RE K I T
AU TO G LY M ™ HI G H D EF I NI T I O N WA X
O U TD O O R A ND I ND O O R C A R C OVERS (Personalisation option available)
TO U C H - UP PA I NT S (Bespoke colours available to order)
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